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The primary visual cortex of higher mammals is known to carry out two main functions. The inputs from the lateral geniculate body are regrouped in such a way that line segments in specific orientations become the most effective stimuli (Hubel and Wiesel 1959) , and it is here that one finds the first important convergence of signals from the two eyes (Hubel and Wiesel 1962) .
In the macaque monkey, both of these functions take place over several distinct stages. Cells of the first stage are found in layer IVc, where the bulk of the geniculate afferents terminate. These cells are almost entirely monocular and, like geniculate cells, respond equally well to all line orientations (Hubel and Wiesel 1968) . Simple cells, which form the next stage, are also found mostly (and perhaps entirely) in layer IV. They are also almost all monocular but are orientation-specific. Finally, complex and hypercomplex cells, in layers above and below layer IV, are likewise orientation-specific. It is at this level, of complex and hypercomplex cells, that binocular cells are first found in any significant numbers: about half of the complex and hypercomplex cells are monocular and the remainder are binocular. Curiously, the combining of influence from the two eyes even at this stage of binocular cells is far from complete; one finds all shades of ocular dominance, from cells strongly preferring one eye, through cells that are equally responsive to the two eyes, to those that strongly prefer the other eye. In the monkey, most binocular cells show a moderate to marked preference for one or the other eye. As we will show in the succeeding paragraphs, the cortex appears to devote a considerable organization to providing this specific distribution throughout the binocular part of the visual fields. Why such a large group of monocular and nearly monocular cells should be set aside is not clear, but it may have to do with depth perception. In area 17, the great majority of binocular cells, and perhaps all of them, have their receptive fields in corresponding parts of the two retinae. The mechanisms for binocular stereoscopy seem to be present only in area 18 (Hubel and Wiesel 1970) , at a later stage of processing. Area 18 receives a strong direct projection from area 17 and here one finds many cells with horizontal disparity in receptive field position in the two eyes. Possibly a population of monocular cells is preserved in area 17 in order to build up these stereoscopic fields in area 18. This paper will first summarize what is known about the architecture of area 17 and will then show how this architecture can be modified by early distortion of visual experience.
Hypercolumns, Magnification and Receptive Field Size
Physiological studies in normal macaque monkeys show that corresponding to the two functions referred to above, there exist in area 17 two independent systems of vertical subdivisions which, following the terminology of Mountcastle (1975) , have been termed columns. One of these systems of columns subserves receptive field orientation Wiesel 1962, 1968) , the other, ocular dominance (Hub61 and Wiesel 1968) . Both of these variables tend to remain constant in a vertical penetration through the cortex but change with great regularity as an exploring electrode moves in a direction parallel to the surface. As the electrode moves horizontally along the cortex (in any layer except IVc), there occur at intervals of 25-50 ta~n regular shifts in receptive field orientation of about 10 ~ clockwise or counterclockwise, with occasional reversals in direction of rotation (Hubel and Wiesel 1974a) . Because of technical limitations--the optimal stimulation orientation can be determined only to the nearest 5 ~ or so, and the electrode position only to the nearest 25/xm--we cannot be sure that the steps are discrete, but the rate of rotation is remarkably constant in any given electrode track.
A typical sequence of receptive field orientations is shown in Figure 1A . Each spoke of the wheel represents the optimal orientation of a cell or group of cells recorded in a nearly horizontal track through the upper layers; dashed circles indicate the region of the visual field in which the receptive fields were mapped, the stimulus consisting of a bright slit on a dark background sweepin~ across this region. The regularity of the shifts in orientation with distance may be seen in Figure 1B , a graph of orientation plotted against electrode track distance.
Figure 1 also illustrates the grouping of cells according to eye dominance. The first 15 cells in this track were mostly binocularly influenced, but the right eye was dominant and accordingly was used to determine the optimum orientation. At cell number 111, after a rotation of 125 ~ the ocular dominance abruptly shifted, and the remainder of the cells in the track were mapped using the left eye. Meanwhile, the shifts in orientation kept on without hesitation or interruption. The two systems seem to be quite independent. Such alternation in eye dominance roughly every 0.5 mm is typical for penetrations more or less parallel to the cortical surface. As mentioned above, in a penetration normal to the surface all cells usually have the same eye preference. In layer IVc, the same alternating pattern is seen during horizontal penetrations, but now the cells are strictly monocular, with the nondominant eye completely silent. This indicates that the afferent fibers from the geniculate project to alternating left-and right-eye regions in layer IVc, where they make synaptic contacts with the cells in that layer. On anatomical grounds it is known that a single cell in a layer above or below layer IV is likely to receive input (directly or with one or more intervening synapses) from many cells in layer IV. The group of layer IV cells feeding such an upper or lower layer cell can be expected to occupy an area of cortex 1 mm or so in horizontal extent the distance reflecting the average length of intracortical connections. Consequently, this area will include more than a single 0.5-mm eye region in layer IV, and the cell will therefore be fed by both eyes. Because the likelihood of two cells being interconnected fails off with distance, the upper or lower layer cell will be dominated by the eye corresponding to the nearest layer IV patch, i.e., the one lying directly below or above, but will receive subsidiary input from the immediately adjacent patches, representing the other eye.
This distribution of geniculate terminals both vertically, to layers IVa and IVc, and horizontally, in alternating left-and right-eye regions, was first demonstrated anatomically by placing lesions in single layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus and staining for degenerating terminals by the Fink-Heimer modification of the Nauta stain (Hubel and Wiesel 1972) . When serial sections were reconstructed, the left-and right-eye regions were found to consist of parallel alternating stripes in layer IV, with widths of about 400 grn. The area of cortex that could be reconstructed in a single experiment using this technique was only several millimeters in extent, but we have subsequently devised another method by which one can visualize the distribution over the entire striate cortex of afferents serving one eye (Wiesel et al. 1974 ). The method is based on the observation in mice by Grafstein (1971) that after injection of radioactive amino acids or fucose into one eye, some of the label is taken up by retinal ganglion cells, transported along the optic nerve to the geniculate, where it is released, taken up by the nerve cells there, and transported one step further, to the striate cortex. We reasoned that by applying this method to the macaque monkey and using autoradiography, we might expect to find label in the bands of layer IVc corresponding to the eye that had been injected. This is, in fact, what was found (Wiesel et al. 1974) . Figure 2 shows a sagittal darkfield section through the occipital lobe of a normal adult macaque monkey; here the silver grains glow brightly, so that the layer IV patches corresponding to the injected eye are light and the intervening patches corresponding to the other eye are dark.
That the labeled patches in layer IV have the form
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on February 2, 2010 -Published by symposium.cshlp.org Downloaded from Figure 2 . Section through right striate cortex of a normal 3-year-old monkey whose right eye had been injected 2 weeks before perfusion with a mixture of tritiated proline and fucose (2 mCi total dose). Plane of section is perpendicular to the sagittal plane, tipped back about 45 ~ from the coronal. The upper bank of the fingerlike gyrus forms part of the exposed surface of the occipital lobe; the lower part is the superior-posterior bank of the calcarine fissure. (The opposite bank has fallen away from this section.) Separating these folds of cortex is the relatively densely labeled optic radiation, which shows up as white in this dark-field photograph. Layer IVc is seen prominently as a series of alternating dark and light patches running about midway between the surface and the depths; about 56 pairs of columns can be counted. (Same monkey as in Fig. 7A.) of parallel bands can easily be confirmed by making a three-dimensional reconstruction from a set of sections parallel to this one. It is even more convenient to section the cortex in a plane roughly parallel to the surface. Because the exposed surface of area 17 is actually dome-shaped, a tangential section may either graze layer IVc, revealing an oval region containing label, or pass deep into it, in which case the layer appears as a ring. A section tangent to layer V is shown in Figure 7A . Here the stripelike configuration of the layer IVc patches is obvious, confirming the previous studies made with the Nauta method.
Our knowledge that the dominance columns are parallel sheets comes not only from transneuronaI autoradiography and Nauta degeneration, but also from the use of a reduced silver stain (LeVay et al. 1975) . Figure 3 shows a reconstruction of the entire exposed surface of the striate cortex made from serial sections stained by this reduced silver stain method. For clarity, every other column has been inked in, so that the black regions correspond to one eye, the white to the other. If one reconstructs several macaque occipital lobes in this way, it turns out that while the details of the stripes--the branchings and blind endings--not unexpectedly differ from animal to animal, and even in the two hemispheres in the same animal, there are certain general rules that seem to hold in all hemispheres, For example, the stripes seem always to intersect the 17-18 border at right angles. This can be seen in Figure 3 , where the border is shown as a c-shaped dashed line.
The orientation columns are similarly almost certainly parallel slabs. The evidence for this is less direct and depends on geometrical arguments based on continuity and on reconstructions of multiple parallel electrode tracks (Hubel and Wiesel 1974a) .
For both systems, orientation and ocular dominance, all values of each variable are represented in roughly 1 mm 2 of cortex: a movement of 1 mm in the appropriate direction is thus likely to be associated with a total rotation in receptive field orientation of 180 ~ or with a complete left eye-right eye cycle. This seems to be true for the entire binocular part of area 17. We use the term hypercolumn (Hubel and Wiesel 1974b) to designate a complete set of columns of either type--a full rotation of 180 ~ for orientation H U B E L E T AL. Figure 3 . Reconstruction of ocular dominance columns for the exposed surface of a right occipital lobe in a normal young adult macaque monkey. Anterior is up, lateral to the right. The location of the ocular dominance columns was obtained from serial sections stained by a reduced silver technique (LeVay et al. 1975) . In this diagram, every other column is inked in, so that one set (dark or light) corresponds to the left eye, the other, to the right. The 17-18 border is indicated by the dashed c-shaped curve, the lunate sulcus, by the dotted line. Note how the stripes are roughly perpendicular to the 17-18 border wherever they meet. Bar= 5 mm. (Reprinted, with permission, from LeVay et al. 1975.) columns or a left eye-rlght eye pair for ocular dominance columns.
The two column types are illustrated by the model in Figure 4 . For the purpose of illustration, the two systems are represented here as orthogonal sheets perpendicular to the surface and to the layers. (It should be emphasized that as yet we have no evidence to indicate whether the two systems are orthogonal or parallel, or have any consistent relationship, but, as we have pointed out elsewhere, on theoretical grounds it seems more attractive to suppose that the systems are not parallel [Hubel and Wiesel 1974a] .) In Figure 4 , the orientation columns are portrayed as having widths of 25-50/xm, representing steps of about 10~ the ocular dominance columns are roughly 400/axn in width.
That the width of the hypercolumns is in both cases about 1 mm is probably no accident, for the figure 1 mm turns out to be important both in the topography and the histology of the cortex. In a microelectrode penetration normal to the cortex there is considerable scatter in the positions of receptive field, so that the region occupied collectively by the receptive fields takes in an area several times larger than an average field (Hubel and Wiesel 1962 , 1968 , 1974b . This area varies with eccentricity, from a fraction of a degree in the fovea to several degrees in the far periphery (Hubel and Wiesel 1974b) . Likewise, cortical magnification, the number of degrees of visual field corresponding to a 1-mm displacement on the cortex, varies with eccentricity, in a manner first described in detail by Daniel and Whitteridge (1961) . These two vari-\ \ Figure 4 . Diagram to illustrate hypercolumns in macaque area 17. The block shows a full cortical thickness (roughly 2 mm), with two ocular dominance hypercolumns (R,L; R,L) and two orientation hypercolumns. One of the orientation column sets is shown subdivided as though there were 18 discrete columns in 10 ~ steps, but there is a possibility that orientation varies continuously rather than in steps. The two column systems are drawn as sets of planes intersecting at right angles, but the slabs may well be in swirls rather than parallel planes, and we have no evidence that they intersect at right angles.
ables, receptive field size and magnification, are interlocked in such a way that regardless of eccentricity, a 1-2-mm movement along the cortical surface produces roughly enough displacement in receptive field position so that the fields collectively come to occupy an entirely new area of visual field (Hubel and Wiesel 1974b) . This is illustrated in Figure 5 . In the course of this 1-2-ram movement, all orientations for both eyes are likely to be covered. A hypercolumn consequently may be regarded as an elementary unit of cortical function, a unit that contains all of the apparatus necessary to analyze, for one variable, a particular region of receptive field. The concept agrees well with the relative anatomical uniformity of the striate cortex, both in the histology as seen by classical staining methods and in the fact that the ocular dominance stripe widths are remarkably constant throughout the binocular part of the cortex. It also agrees with the evidence from Golgi anatomy, i.e., that horizontal connections are for the most part limited to distances in the order of 1 or 2 mm.
Obviously we do not mean the idea of a "unit of function" to be interpreted in a rigid sense. A hypercolumn's borders are to an extent arbitrary, since the structure need only subserve all orientations or both eyes; which orientation or eye one begins and ends with is of no importance. It may be worth emphasizing here that the system of organization illustrated by the model of Figure 4 does not apply to all mammalian species; the arrangement of inputs from the two eyes seems especially variable among species. In the mouse, there is no hint of eye dominance columns (Dr~iger 1974) ; the input to the cortex is predominantly from the contralateral eye. The tree shrew striate cortex likewise shows no hint of columns but has within layer IV a curious cleft that lacks ipsilateral eye input (Hubel 1975; Casagrande and Harting 1975) . In the cat, the columns are present but are less crisp and far less regular (Shatz et al. 1975) . We have injected an eye of the galago, a prosimian, and found clear columns, confirming a previous Nauta degeneration study by Glendenning (Glendenning and Kofron 1974) . Figure 6A shows a section from this animal. The bands of label are obvious at a glance but, as in the cat, are less crisply defined than in the macaque. To our surprise, the squirrel monkey, a new-world monkey, shows no hint of any columnar organization (Fig. 6B) . This seems to be true in both hemispheres. Just how widespread the columnar system is among primates remains to be seen.
Monocular Deprivation
It has been known for some years that in both cats and monkeys, the distribution of cortical cells according to ocular dominance can be radically upset by closing one eye during a critical period that lasts for the first few months of life and peaks, in the monkey, in the first few weeks (WieseI and Hubel 1971; Baker et al. 1974) . In a normal macaque monkey, newborn (Wiesel and Hubel 1974) or adult (Hubel and Wiesel 1968) , the majority of cells (except in the fourth layer) can be driven by both eyes. If one eye is closed even for a week or so during the first month or two of life, the cells in the layers above and below layer IV become largely unresponsive to that eye. This is in marked contrast with what is found in the lateral geniculate body, for there the cells in the layers receiving input from the closed eye, though histologically
somewhat shrunken, are far from unresponsive and in fact are relatively normal physiologically. There is good reason to think that the failure of cortical cells to respond is the result of competition between the two eyes, since binocular closure produces far less profound effects than would be expected from the monocular closures (Wiesel and Hubel 1965) .
We were curious to examine the effects of early monocular lid suture on the columns of layer IVc. If the closed eye becomes disconnected as a result of competition, one might expect less severe functional damage, and perhaps none at all, at levels at which there is still no convergence of the paths from the two eyes. We began by recording from the cells or groups of cells in very oblique, almost horizontal penetrations, in which we could hope to hit layer IVc at a very narrow angle and stay in it for some distance. Such penetrations showed that indeed there were regions of IVc within which the cells responded exclusively to stimulation of the closed eye and in which, at least roughly, the responses seemed quite normal. Nevertheless, the stretches of cortex in which the closed eye dominated were unusually short, whereas the stretches in which the eye that had been open dominated were much longer than normal.
As soon as anatomical methods for demonstrating the layer IV stripes became available, we used them to examine the brains of the deprived animals. The results obtained with all of these methods agree with and confirm the physiological findings. Figure 7B shows a cortical autoradiograph obtained in an 18-month-old monkey whose right eye had been closed since the age of 2 weeks; at 18 months, the left (experienced) eye was injected with a tritiated proline-fucose mixture (2 mCi). Here the average total width of a left-eye stripe plus a right-eye stripe was roughly the same as in the normal (Fig. 7A) . Now, however, there was a marked difference in the size of the two groups of stripes. Those representing the normal (injected) eye had greatly increased in width, and there was a corresponding collapse of those representing the closed eye to about half the normal width. Indeed, the stripes representing the closed eye were at irregular intervals entirely obliterated.
In a second deprived monkey we closed the right eye at 3 weeks and the animal lived to an age of 7 months. The results of an injection of the deprived eye in this monkey are shown in Figure 7C . Here the columns corresponding to the injected eye were reduced by about 30%. Other results suggest that the difference in severity of effects between these two deprived monkeys is probably related to the difference in the age at which the eye was sutured rather than to the difference in the total duration of deprivation.
The constancy of the combined width of an adjacent pair of stripes, corresponding to the left plus right eyes, indicates that the healthy stripe has expanded at the expense of the closed-eye stripe. We have carefully examined the layer IV cells in both sets of columns, using autoradiographic sections counterstained with the Nissl method, and find no shrinkage of cell bodies and no changes in cell density in the shrunken columns. These findings suggest that it is the distribution of terminals that is changed compared to the normal; the cell bodies seem to have kept their original positions. In the animal whose closed eye was injected (Fig. 7C) it was clear that competition must be involved, since the temporal crescent area, which receives input from the contralateral eye only, was normally labeled and not at all reduced in size, in marked contrast to the columns representing the closed eye in the binocular part of the cortex.
Results similar to those just described, based on autoradiography, have also been obtained by using the other two methods, silver degeneration and the reduced silver stain; in the animal of Figure 7B we used all three methods. The agreement of all these techniques, including the physiological, makes it very likely that we are seeing a true change in column width and not an apparent change produced by functional suppression of synapses that are still morphologically present. Of course, the heavy predominance of the normal eye in the upper and lower layers suggests strongly that the terminals from that eye not only have occupied territory that would normally belong to the other eye, but also that they have made synapses on cells in layer IV.
In any event, it is clear that the ocular dominance architecture of the cortex can change markedly as a result of visual deprivation. The orientation columns would not be expected to change as a result of eye closure and they evidently do not. Whether they can be made to change by any more specific form of distortion of early visual experience is at present not clear.
The manner in which the changes in the ocular dominance columns develop is a fascinating question. One obvious possibility is that the changes come about by a sprouting of nerve terminals supplying one set of columns, with a concomitant retraction of the other (A) Galago crassicaudatus: Coronal section through brain of an old-world prosimian. Left hemisphere is to the left, and hemispheres are separated below by a few folds of cerebellum. Ocular dominance stripes can be seen in layer IVc of area 17, especially on the right (ipsilateral to the injected eye). They are nevertheless much less well defined than those of the macaque monkey (cf. Fig. 2) , and there appears to be some label at all points along IVc. (B) Squirrel monkey: Section through calcarine fissure of this new-world monkey. Plane of section passes tangentially through a buried fold of cortex ipsilateral to the injected eye, producing a ring of label in layer IVc. This ring is confluent on the left (in the figure) with layer IVc in the main stem of the fissure. White arrows indicate layer IVc. There is no hint of any periodic variation in density of label along layer IVc. Dark arrows indicate a rather conspicuous I~and of label in layer VI, which is more prominent than in the macaque. (Tier of label in layer IVa is virtually absent in this figure but can be seen in other sections on both sides of the brain.)
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Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on February 2, 2010 -Published by symposium.cshlp.org Downloaded from set. This would presuppose that the columns are already fully developed at the time of eye closure, i.e., roughly at birth, and would seem to necessitate some kind of action-at-a-distance, since the healthy terminals would need some signal to indicate that their adversaries in the neighboring columns were at a disadvantage 9 The other possibility, that the columns develop postnatally and that this development takes place abnormally if one eye is deprived, cannot at present be ruled out, but it should be a relatively simple matter to investigate layer IV in newborn monkeys.
In either case, it is comforting (and even exciting) to find anatomical parallels to the physiological changes in the deprived animals. The new methods should lead to a deeper understanding of both normal and deprived adults and of the processes involved in normal development.
